
ZeroData™ Windows® V1.3.0.117 
Eurosoft ZeroData™ Windows® permanently, safely and securely removes all 

of the data on storage devices exceeding the data destruction 

levels specified by major organisations and Government bodies for PC 

reassignment, upgrades, refurbishment, ITAD, recycling and donation.  

NEW  

     Product Announcement 

Yes, you need secure, permanent data 

erasure...  Yes, you need to do it fast… 

Yes, you need secure reports of all data 

erasure... Do the products you use meet 

your demands?  Call us now  to discuss 

how you can save more money and time 

using ZeroData Windows. Or go to the 

website to try a package for yourself.  

ZeroData Windows gets you the data 

erasure results you demand. 
 

 

 

 

FREE Updates and technical support  

provided automatically for one year. 

Keep your data wiping methods  

current. Upgrade to the latest version of  

ZeroData Windows   
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Level 1 and II certified ASCLD/LAB International accred-
ited forensic testing laboratory (ISO/IEC 17025:200). 
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Note: Windows PE v1.x contains a security feature that will cause end 
user’s systems to reboot without prior notification to the end user after 24 
hours of continuous use. Windows PE v2.x contains a security feature that 
will cause end user’s systems to reboot without prior notification to the 
end user after 72 hours of continuous use.  
 
 
 

Increased storage of sensitive personal and commercial data along with the 

increase in reused or recycled IT equipment, has driven the need for permanent 

data erasure of hard drives and other storage devices  –  Zero Data Windows is 

NEW, it’s fast and it’s indispensable.   

Reliable, total data cleaning is a requirement — ZeroData solves the need — 

and gives a full certificate, reporting all drives erased or not. 

Conforming to GDPR, government, military, NIST and ISO/IEC standards you can trust 

ZeroData Windows to provide the proof you need of permanent erasure demanded by 

compliance standards worldwide. 

ZeroData™ Windows®   
features 

Benefits for You 

NEW Includes original 
ZeroData®  

Remove hidden partition areas from devices 
on the rare occasions that ZeroData Windows 
is not able to. 

NEW NISTISO-Purge 
erasure method 

When a drive does not support either  
NIST800-88Purge or ISO27040Purge an 
alternative erasure method can be specified. 
This ensures that all drives will be erased.  

NEW NISTISO-Clear 
erasure method 

When a drive does not support either  
NIST800-88 or ISO27040 Clear command an 
alternative erasure method can be specified. 
This ensures that all drives will be erased.  

NEW drive type erasure 
parameters 

Specify separate erasure methods depending 
on the type of drive with /ssd & /hdd 
parameters. ZeroData Windows will identify 
the type of drive to be erased and 
automatically apply the chosen method. 

NEW Test Firmware First 
parameter 

Save time by using the /tff parameter. 
ZeroData Windows will check firmware 
erasure commands are supported and work 
properly on the drive being erased. In some 
case drives have reported support a specific 
firmware erasure command but that command 
fails wasting time. 
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